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Influence of sample size on ultrasonic phase velocity measurements
in piezoelectric ceramics
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Phase velocities of ultrasound are used for characterizing elastic properties of solids. One of the
basic requirements is that the sample area should be much larger than the size of the transducer so
that plane wave approximation will hold. This geometric requirement may not be possible to realize
for some materials that can only be made in very small size. Using poled and unpoled lead zirconate
titanate~PZT-5H! ceramics as examples, we have analyzed experimentally the sample size influence
to the ultrasonic measurements. The smallest dimension that is in contact with the transducer is only
14% of the diameter of the transducer. We found that the phase velocity increases when the contact
area becomes smaller. The velocity increase is 1.4% and 0.9%, respectively, in the unpoled and
poled PZT-5H for the smallest dimension sample compared to bulk values. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1479754#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric materials are widely used in various el
tromechanical devices. Along with density and permittivi
elastic and piezoelectric constants are the fundamental
rameters of these materials.

The elastic and piezoelectric constants could be m
sured by the resonance method based on the IEEE Stand1

provided samples with different aspect ratios are availa
and the properties do not have frequency dispersion. Un
tunately, many new materials, particularly some single cr
tals, are hard to make large enough with uniform proper
to satisfy such requirements. The other type of commo
used method for material characterization is the ultraso
method. This method is based on the measurement of u
sonic velocities in the material. There are several techniq
to measure ultrasonic velocities, for example, pulse-ec
pulse-superposition, and continue wave resona
methods.2,3 Among these ultrasonic methods, the pulse-ec
method is most widely used since it is simple, fast, inexp
sive, and reproducible with high accuracy.

It was shown that the hybrid of the resonance and ul
sonic techniques could produce the most self-consistent
set since one could obtain the maximum number of indep
dent measurements from a given sample.4–11 This hybrid
technique has been applied successfully to the newly de
oped domain engineered PMN-33%PT and PZN-4.5%
single crystals.8,9 S. V. Bogdanovet al. also developed a
characterization technique employing only the ultraso
waves and requiring fewer samples.10,11The question is if the
ultrasonic measurement is still reliable enough when
sample dimensions are much smaller than the transdu
The accuracy of the ultrasonic data is very critical for obta
ing the complete set of material parameters. We found
1% error caused by the longitudinal velocity measurem
along the @110# direction of PMN-33%PT single crysta

a!Electronic mail: cao@math.psu.edu
10190021-8979/2002/91(12)/10194/5/$19.00
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could cause the piezoelectric coefficiente31 calculation to
change more than 30%.

There are several error sources in the ultrasonic w
phase velocity measurements, such as misorientation of c
tals, nonparallelness of the sample surfaces, and other sy
errors.9 In addition, we have noticed that the phase velocit
exhibit strong sample geometry dependence. This prob
becomes more pronounced when the sample size is m
smaller than that of the transducer. In order to quantify t
effect, we have performed a systematic study using po
and unpoled doped lead zirconate titanate~PZT-5H! rectan-
gular rods with the same thickness but different cross sec
in contact with the transducer. An empirical formula is d
rived based on the measured data. Self-consistent full
material parameters can be obtained when the data f
small size samples are corrected using this correction cu

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND SAMPLE
PREPARATION

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. One longi
dinal transducer with a center frequency of 15 MHz and
element diameter of 0.25 in. was used in the pulse-e
mode. A Panametric 200 MHz computer-controlled puls
receiver was used to generate a pulse with an energy lev
1 mJ and a damping value of 50V. The wave form from the
receiving transducer was recorded by a digital oscillosc
~Tektronix™ TDS 460A! through a 50V coax cable. The
sampling rate was 10 Gs/s and the total sampling length
each wave form was 2500 points. The wave form was tra
ferred to a personal computer via a general purpose inter
bus for data processing. To reduce random error, each si
was averaged 64 times.

All specimens used in the experiments were made
PZT-5H~Motorola Corp.!, and were cut from one large bloc
plate of thicknessH55.18060.001 mm. The schematic ge
ometry of the sample and the transducer arrangement
shown in Fig. 2. The dimensions of samples used in
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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experiments are listed in Table I. The ratio between sam
dimension and the diameter of the transducer is also sh
in this table. The minimum ratio between the lateral dime
sion of the sample and the transducer diameter reached
in our experiments.

III. RESULTS

An ultrasonic pulse-echo method was employed to m
sure the phase velocity of ultrasonic wave propagating in
PZT-5H samples. As the size of the sample decreases
first and second echoes distort, making it difficult to jud
the corresponding peaks in the echoes. Figure 3~a! shows the
signals obtained on samples 3 and 4. One can see tha
second echo of the impulse signal from sample 4 has b
slightly distorted, which will introduce error to the time-o
flight measurements. In order to resolve this problem,
spectrum valley interval technique was employed in o
measurements. The spectrum of the signal enclosing both
first and second echoes was calculated, and the distanc
tween two spectrum valleys near the center frequency of
transducer corresponds to the time of flight between two e
oes. As an example, the spectrum of the signal from sam
3 is shown in Fig. 3~b!. The relationship between the time o
flight of the first and second echoesDt and the spectrum
peak distanceD f is given by

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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The distance between the two valleys near 15 MHz
the signal spectrum was used to calculate the time of fligh
the first and second echoes in this work. Employing t
method, the ultrasonic wave phase velocities in the unpo
PZT-5H samples of different sizes were measured, and
shown in Fig. 4. One can see that the ultrasonic wave ph
velocity in piezoelectric PZT-5H ceramic rods increas
about 1.4% when the lateral dimension of the sample redu
to 14% of the diameter of the transducer. The ratios of late
dimension to the ultrasonic wavelength are also listed
Table I, in whichlU is the ultrasonic wavelength in unpole
PZT-5H samples. A smaller sample with dimension less th

FIG. 2. Schematic geometry of the sample and transducer. The two la
dimensionsL andW were kept the same in our experiments so that the cr
section of the sample is maintained as a square.
8
1
2
4
8

TABLE I. The dimensions of the PZT-5H samples used in our experiments.

Sample No. L ~mm! W ~mm! H ~mm! L/D L/lU L/lP

1 25.40 25.40 5.18 4.0000 90.6170 81.731
2 12.70 12.70 5.18 2.0000 45.2995 40.866
3 6.69 6.69 5.18 1.0535 23.8253 21.497
4 5.85 5.85 5.18 0.9213 20.8229 18.790
5 4.90 4.90 5.18 0.7717 17.4250 15.727
6 3.10 3.10 5.18 0.4882 10.9903 9.9291
7 2.60 2.60 5.18 0.4094 9.2048 8.3198
8 2.46 2.46 5.18 0.3874 8.7068 7.8708
9 2.26 2.26 5.18 0.3559 7.9940 7.2281
10 1.97 1.97 5.18 0.3102 6.9609 6.2964
11 1.60 1.60 5.18 0.2520 5.6472 5.1109
12 1.48 1.48 5.18 0.2331 5.2211 4.7263
13 1.22 1.22 5.18 0.1921 4.2979 3.8925
14 0.93 0.93 5.18 0.1465 3.2731 2.9662
15 0.87 0.87 5.18 0.1370 3.0599 2.7734
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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3lU was tested, but the second echo could no longer
recognized under the signal-to-noise ratio condition of
measurement system. It can be seen from Table I that
minimum ratio of sample lateral dimension to the ultraso
wavelength is 3.0.

Based on the shape of the curve in Fig. 4, we have fi
the data to an exponential form so that the relationship
tween the phase velocity in unpoled PZT-5H ceramic and
ratio r 5L/D5W/D is given by:

n54204.5* ~110.01916e2r /0.4429!. ~2!

Poled PZT-5H samples were also measured in this w
All samples were poled under the electric field of 10 kV/c
for 3 min. The ultrasonic phase velocity measurement w
repeated on each sample. The relationship between the p
velocity of the poled PZT-5H samples and the sample
transducer ratior is shown in Fig. 5, in which the piezoelec
tric constantsd33 of all samples were also measured a
plotted. From Fig. 5, the same trend of phase velocity ver
sample dimension could be seen, except two points ge

FIG. 3. ~a! The time domain signal of the first and second ultrasonic ech
in sample 3 and 4, respectively;~b! the spectrum of signal from sample 4
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ated from samples with the ratior 5L/D around 0.35 and
0.13. We found that most of thed33 values of these sample
are around 69065 pC/N, butd33 of these two samples ar
676 and 683 PC/N, respectively, which means that they
underpoled.

In order to verify this point, the relationship betweend33

and the phase velocity on the same sample was meas
and the result are shown in Fig. 6. All the measureme
were performed on sample 1 which was depoled and rep
under different poling condition to obtain differentd33 val-
ues. Since the piezoelectric constante33 and the dielectric
constant«33 will all change under different poling condition
the elastic constantc33

D 5c33
E 1e33

2 /«33
S will be affected, pro-

ducing a change to the phase velocityn5Ac33
D /r. It can be

seen that the ultrasonic phase velocity in PZT-5H sam
increases nonlinearly withd33. Based on the results in Fig
6, we have used a second order polynomial to interpret
data:

n54195.810.32885* 1012* d3315.97* 1020* d33
2 . ~3!

FIG. 4. Ultrasonic wave phase velocities in unpoled PZT-5H samples
different lateral dimensions.

FIG. 5. Ultrasonic wave phase velocities and theird33 in poled PZT-5H
samples of different lateral dimensions.
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Using Eq.~3!, the values in Fig. 5 were corrected so that t
d33 of all samples were calculated based on the samed33

5690 pC/N. The corrected data are plotted in Fig. 7.
It is shown in Fig. 7 that the longitudinal wave veloci

increases about 0.9% when the lateral dimensions of
sample become about 14% of the diameter of the transdu
The ratios of the sample lateral dimension to the ultraso
wavelength are also listed in Table I, in whichlP is the
longitudinal ultrasonic wavelength in poled PZT-5H sampl
An empirical equation for the relationship between the ph
velocity of poled PZT-5H ceramic and L/D ratior was ob-
tained by fitting the data:

n54662.5* ~110.01352e2r /0.4699!. ~4!

All ultrasonic measurement methods are under the
sumption that the ultrasonic wave is a perfect plane wa
This assumption holds true only when the wavelength
much smaller than the sample size and the size of samp
much larger than that of the transducer. In reality, samp
having size larger than the transducer is not always poss
we have encountered this problem in the newly develo

FIG. 6. The piezoelectric coefficientd33 vs ultrasonic wave phase velocit
measured on sample 1.

FIG. 7. Compensated ultrasonic wave phase velocity in the poled PZT
samples of different lateral dimensions.
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PMN-PT, PZN-PT, and PYN-PT single crystals, which ha
some composition nonuniformity for larger samples and
properties are extremely sensitive to the composition. T
assumption of plane wave could no longer be satisfied as
size of the sample became comparable to the wavelength
the size of the sample becomes much smaller than the tr
ducer. Under such circumstances, the waves start to be
like guided waves rather than a pure longitudinal pla
wave. This guided wave is different from the Lamb wave
plate with free boundary or Rayleigh waves on the bound
between a half-space and vacuum because both the le
and width of the ceramic samples are comparable to
wavelength.12 Similar problems had been studied by J.
Roseet al. for an ultrasonic wave propagating in a cylindr
cal rod with the rod diameter comparable to or less than
ultrasonic wavelength, the wave propagation direction
along the axis of the cylindrical rod.13 They found that there
could be more than one mode propagating along the
when the diameter becomes comparable to the wavelen
in which the fundamental mode of the rod is a kind of lo
gitudinal mode with the displacement of the particle para
to the direction of propagation, and the phase velocity n
linearly increases as the diameter of the cylinder decrea
Although the modes being excited in the rectangular ro
might be different from those in a cylindrical rod, the fund
mental mode is similar. Our experimental results have v
fied this point, i.e., the phase velocity shows increase w
decreasing the lateral dimension of the sample.

Our empirical formula can be used to adjust the expe
mental value of ultrasonic phase velocity obtained fro
smaller samples to reflect the true bulk value. Such res
are particularly useful when both large and small samples
needed in determining a complete material data set of a
ezoelectric material. It can greatly enhance the s
consistency of full matrix material property data deriv
from measurements using both large and small size sam

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The ultrasonic wave velocity propagating in the unpol
and poled PZT-5H ceramics have been measured using
ferent size samples. It has been observed that the longit
nal velocity increased 1.4% and 0.9%, respectively, for po
and unpoled PZT-5H samples when their lateral dimensi
decrease to 14% of the transducer diameter. An expone
empirical relationship between the sample to transducer r
and the wave velocity has been fitted, which provides a u
ful correction standard for the accurate determination of m
terial constants of bulk PZT when the sample size is sma

It is worth mentioning that the resonance ultrason
spectroscopy~RUS! technique is another powerful metho
developed in recent years for the characterization of ela
properties,14,15which is especially suitable for small sample
Through analysis of the resonant ultrasound spectrum o
small rectangular parallelepiped sample, the complete se
elastic constants of this material can be derived using a
gression technique. The technique can be also used to c
acterize piezoelectric materials if the mechanicalQ is high
enough.16 Compared with conventional pulse-echo metho

H
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the RUS technique needs only one sample, hence produ
more self-consistent data. On the other hand, the data an
sis becomes very uncertain for lower symmetry crystals
the number of unknowns becomes large. Most piezoelec
materials used today are ceramics and theirQ values are not
very high. This makes the RUS method difficult to app
since there are not enough resonance peaks to uniquely
termine all the coefficients at the same time. In addition,
the number of unknown constants increases, the inver
procedure becomes less unique since the minimization
cess depends strongly on the initial guess, and there are
tiple solutions. On the other hand, the strategy presente
our paper provides a simpler and more direct way to d
with small samples. The results are unambiguous.
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